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ABSTRACT
Heterogeneous mixture of vesicular organelle-like structures (microvesicles) is emitted by many cell sources into their

surroundings, including blood and body fluids. Microvesicles are small membrane-enclosed sacs, whose size varies

from 0.1-1nm; and they are thought to be shed from a variety of cell types, constitutively when stimulated by calcium

activation signal . They seem to enhance the potential information transfer between cell types, displaying a large

number of proteins and lipids as membrane constituents and as components of the vesicular content. Their isolation

and analysis from blood samples have the potential to provide information about state and progression of malignancy

and should prove of great clinical importance as biomarkers for a variety of disease states. They are implicated in

normal, physiological and pathological conditions and their potential to serve as indicators in the diagnosis,

prognosis and surveillance of a variety of health conditions, have indicated the magnitude of interest in this

structures.

In this research project report, non-induced microvesicles were isolated from erythrocytes and analysed using Guava

Easy flow- cytometer. Considering the fact that microvesicles compartmentalisation consist of proteins, lipid and

nucleic acid, the Protein concentration of microvesicles was quantify and estimated using Biuret method of assay; and

the protein components were separated using Agarose gel Electrophoresis.

The result of this present report was in consistency with the previous research work done by several authors, which

shows that non- induced microvesicles are shed from erythrocytes; and secondary, that microvesicles skeletal structure

consist of protein, lipid and nucleic acid.
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INTRODUCTION
The release and phenomenon of microvesicles was first
described by Wolf in 1967 who noted procoagulant particulate
matter around activated blood platelets (Wolf., 1967). Van
Doormaal et al (2009) stated that in 1970’s, the concept of
microvesicles and its relevance, significance and its’ important
on several biological process was established. Subsequently,
similar organelles, referred to as exosomes, were implicated by
Trams as carriers of 5’ exonucleotidase associated with glioma
cells (Trams et al.,1981). The groups of Johnstone and Stahl
established exosomes as a mechanism involved in the removal of
spent transferring receptors from differentiating reticulocytes
(Johnstone., 2006); (Harding et al., 1983)
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Interestingly, the shedding of small vesicles from cell surface
projections such as microvilli appears to be a common
phenomenon (Trams et al.,1981). It is very interesting because of
it’s importance and relevance in this research paper.
Microvesiculation is an ubiquitous cellular mechanism that
occur as a result of exocytosis releasing exosomes (between 50
and 100nm) in diameter (Simons-Raposo et al,2009), or directly
releasing vesicles from the cell membrane, which we refer in this
study as plasma membrane derived vesicles, with diameter size
ranging from 0.1-1um, (Hugel et al.,2005; Shukla et al.,1978a).
Microvesicles being a small membrane-enclosed sacs are shed by
a variety of cell types, (Ansa-Addo et al.,2005). Several successful
and research groups have demonstrated their presence in body
fluids, such as blood, urine and ascites, amniotic fluid, synovial
fluid, breast milk and saliva; and their role to serve as indicators
and markers in diagnosis, prognosis and surveillance of a variety
of health conditions, has improves the level of interest in this
structures ((Graves et al.,2004); Piccin et al.,2007); Smalley et al.,
2008;Taylor-Gercel, 2008). Growing experimental evidence
indicates that microvesicles are underappreciated component of
the cell environment and play an important pleiotropic role in
many biological processes. Microvesicles being grouped as
microparticles, has a clear distinction (through biogenesis and
release ) from the exosomes , which are also shed by normal and
diseased cells. Exosomes originate from multivesicular bodies
that are discharged when fused with the plasma membrane,
while microvesicles are released by the outward budding, fission
and blebbing of the plasma membrane.

Erythrocyte micro-vesiculation involves the release of small
haemoglobin containing vesicles from human erythrocytes when
treated with calcium (Allen et al., 1980), and the fission and
vesiculation of erythrocytes occur by active process involving the
uncoupling of the membrane skeleton from the lipid bilayer
(Ciechanover et al.,1983). This phenomenon has been studied
in erythrocytes by several Authors, indicating the release of
microvesicles, following a disarrangement from the normal
smooth, biconcave disc to the speculated echinocyte (Bessis &
Mandon,1972; Rumsyby et al.,1977). Naturally occurring
microvesicles can also be released from erythrocytes without
inducing with calcium chloride. Shedding of membrane derived
microvesicles is a physiological phenomenon that accompanies
cell activation and growth . The naturally occurring
microvesicles are released by this cells activation both in normal
and pathological conditions, and the dosage of microvesicles
discharged during in normal health condition varies when
compares with the concentration released in disease situations,
as certain factors like elevation of intracellular calcium
concentration initiate and double the release by causing
fragments of the cell membrane to be shed as microvesicles
(Smitch et al., 2001; Ratajczak et al., 2006a).

Further researches carried out by authors’ have indicated that
treated erythrocytes with calcium induce a wide range of
noticeable biochemical and morphological changes including
potassium efflux (Lew–Ferreira.,1976 & 1978; Reed., 1976;
Romero., 1976); breakdown of polyphosphoinositides with a
consequent increase in 1,2-diacylglycerol and phosphatidate
concentrations (Allen et al., 1976b; Allan-Michael et al.,1978;
Ponnappa et al.,1980) and varieties of alterations in membrane

polypeptides pattern. Elevation in cystolic calcium also leads to
the aggregation of protein catalysed by transaminases and
cytoskeletal arrangement owing to the proteolysis of protein
(Allan et al.,1980; Minetti & Low.,1997; Anderson et al.,1997).
However, the composition and function of these microvesicles
depend on the type,(Piccin et al.,2007) and the health status of
the cells from which they originates, (Vandhana et al., 2010).
The major function of plasma membrane-derived microvesicles
from different cell types will vary due to variations in the nature
and individual concentrations of the micro vesicles constituents
(Piccin et al.,2007). Micro vesicles released from erythrocytes
carry micro-RNA (Hunter et al.,2008), mRNA, numerous
membrane proteins, Lipids and Cytoplasmic constituents, retain
the features of their parent cells, (Piccin et al.,2007), and being
able to transmit such proteins between cells, they are important
mediators of cellular communication. Being a gateway that
facilitate cell-to-cell communication (Cocucci et al.,2009;
Castellana et al.,2010); microvesicles when produce can
internalised into other cells and stimulate a potential effects on
neighbouring cells or produce changes in several biological
functions, which includes intercellular communication and
transport, Programmed cell death (apoptosis), modulation of the
immune response, inflammation, Angiogenesis, removal of
apoptosis inducing proteins and improves cellular survival,
tumour invasion and metastasis, coagulations, stem- cell
renewal, allow rapid ‘defensive’ shedding of complement attack
complexes, cardiovascular disease, hypertension,
neurodegenerative disorders, diabetes, rheumatic disease and
involvement in multidrug resistance (Ratajczac, et al.,2006b;
Muralidharan-Chari et al.,2010; Cocucci et al.,2009; Pap et al.,
2009; Van et al.,2009).

Several scientific studies and researchers have identified the
molecular contents of microvesicles as a resemblance with the
parental cells (Piccin et al.,2007). Microvesicles cargo includes a
variety of distinct combination of lipids, proteins and nucleic
acids (messenger ribonucleic acids, mRNA, microRNA, miR,
and DNA). The identification of RNA molecules in
microvesicles supports the hypothesis that they are biological
agents for the transfer of nucleic acids and subsequently
modulate the target cells’ protein synthesis. MicroRNAs are
small non-coding RNA that play important roles in post-
transcriptional gene regulations (Bartel,2009) and they regulate
their targets by translational inhibition and mRNA
destabilization , and conferring new function to the target cell
(Valadi et al.,2007), and this may be a new mechanism for
genetic exchange between cells (Lewin et al.,2009).

Another significant component of microvesicles is the mRNA,
(Valadi, et al.,2007) which carries genetic and coding
informations obtained from DNA chains to cellular machine
that translate it into polymers of amino (Valadi et al.,2007).
Having stated that the constituents and compartmentalization
of microvesicles depend on the parent cell type, it is obvious that
the functions of microviscles from different cell types will vary
due to, perhaps, variation in nature and individual
concentrations of the microvesicles’ compositions. In response
to this, microvesicles originating from several cell types are
expected to achieve a different effect, in varying magnitude
depending on the parent cells and the cells condition.
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Furthermore, cell receptors is also another indicating element to
be considered when comparing the effect of microvesicles from
various cell types, as cells without the cognate receptors will
induce little or no effect on the biological cells while the cells
with cognate receptors will induced greater effect.

Erythrocytes

Erythrocytes are important constituent of blood that transport
oxygen from the lungs to the cells of the body. The term
erythropoisis is used to explain the process of erythrocyte
formation, and they originates from their progenitor precursor
known as haemopoetic stem cell which are produced as a result
of differentiation of common erythroid progenitor in the bone
marrow, producing a constant supply of blood cells.

Morphologically, erythrocytes have several morphological
features that made them unusual with white blood cells and
platelets. Their prominent features include - a bioconcave shape
disc , 6-9 micro meter in diameter and 1.5 to 2.5 micro meter
thick. They lack nucleus and contain predominately
haemoglobin that is distributed to form a dense outer rim with a
paler centre that approximately one third of the diameter of the
cell. They have the ability to change shape as they squeezes
through the capillaries, known as diapedesis. As constituent part
of blood cells, they constitute about 45% of the total blood cells
and they are active part of human transport system. The
biogenesis and maturation of erythrocyte starts when the RBC
loses its nucleus and travelled to the bone marrow as a matured
reticulocyte, containing some remnants of organelles.
Eventually, these organelles leave the cell and a mature
erythrocyte is form. Red blood cells last an average of 120 days
in the blood stream, and they are removed from the blood
stream after their aging by macrophages in the liver and spleen.

However, several pathologic conditions can alter the size, shape
and haemoglobin content of red blood cells. Variation in size
(Anisocytosis) and in shape (poikilocytosis) can alter the
haemoglobin contents. Pathologic red blood cells may be larger
or smaller than normal, may be abnormally shaped, or may
contain inclusions. In situation of hypoxic conditions (low
oxygen level), bone marrow can stimulates for the production of
red blood cells; and a hormone called Erythropoitin regulates
this synthesis. At low oxygen levels, the proximal region of the
kidney respond by releasing a hormone called erythropoietin,
which then travels to the red bone marrow to stimulate the
marrow to begin red blood cell productions. As these cells are
produces and matured, they extrude their nucleus as they slowly
fill with haemoglobin until they are bright red reticuloctes ready
to escape the bone marrow and squeeze into the blood
capillaries to begin circulating around the body. Within a few
days, this reticulocytes completely loses all its nuclear material
and becomes a full- fledged RBC that is ready to serve the
oxygen needs of the body.

More over, in connection with erythrocytes, vesiculations of the
matured erythrocyte plasma membrane occurs in certain
diseases and during blood storage. In sickle cell anaemia,
membranes of circulating erythrocytes actively undergo both
exocytosis end endocytosis (Allan & Raval. ,1983; Westerman et
al.,1979). Cytoplasmic vesicles present in sickle cells express on

their surface plasma membrane calcium-ATPase, suggesting that 
they arise by endocytosis from the erythrocyte plasma membrane 
(Williamson et al., 1992). During blood storage, red cells shed 
vesicles that, like those observed in sickle cell anaemia, 
containing GPI- anchored proteins (Long et al.,1993) as well as 
A,B and Rh blood group antigens (Greskovic et al.,1992).

Figure 1: Erythrocytes.

Figure 2: Morphology of Erythrocytes.

PRODUCTION OF MICROVESICLES

Different biological circumstances under which formation of
microvesicles (vesiculations) has been observed reflect the
diversity of their biogenesis, structure and function. Thus,
cellular transformation, stress, or programmed cell death are
associated with a different output and nature of vesicular
structure (Rak., 2010). ). The biogenesis of microvesicles are
derived from at least three distinct mechanisms: (a) breakdown
of dying cells into apoptotic bodies, (b) blebbing of the cellular
plasma membrane (ectosomes) and (c) the endosomal processing
and emission of plasma membrane material in the form of
exosomes (Vindelov et al., 1983; Simpson et al., 2009;
Johnstone., 2006; Al-Nedawi et al.,2009).

Indeed, it is clear that microvesicles are heterogenous, and this
aspect has led to the usage of multiple names for their
designation under different experimental settings (Rak., 2010;
Al-Nedawi et al., 2009). Some of the most frequently
encountered descriptors are microvesicles, ectosomes and
exosomes . Although grouped together as microparticles, plasma-
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derived micovesicles are quite distinct in several manners,
especially in their size, the speed at which they can pellet from
the body fluid and their method of production. Plasma
membrane derived vesicles are derived from shedding that
originate from cell membrane surfaces of endothelial cells,
cancer cells, epithelial cells, haematopoietic cells, erythrocytes,
platelets, monocytes and all other eukaryotic cell types in both
normal and disease conditions,(Piccin et al., 2007; Cocucci et
al.,2009). While exosomes are released through invagination of
extracellular membrane or due to fusion of intracellular
multivesicular bodies with the plasma membrane and
subsequent exocytosis, possibly, as a mechanism of intracellular
communication (Pilzer et al., 2005; Al-Nedawi et al., 2009);
Simpson,et al.,2009).

However, despite the increased focus and attention which has
been given to the concept of microvesicle recently, researchers
have continued to confuse the two distinct microparticles
(membrane-derived microvesicles and exosomes), may be due to
lack of detail description of each, (Burner et al.,2009).

BIOLOGICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF
CIRCULATING MICROVESICLE

Having been demonstrated that microvesicles originates from
the same membrane constituent and cytoplasmic content of
parents cells, the molecular contents and compartmentalisations
of microvesicles raises the question as to their biological role.
The significance of microvescicles has attracted much attention
due to their effect on several biological process. In this regard,
several non-exclusive hypotheses have been put forward to
explain the functional importance of vesiculation in various
cellular contexts. As a network of intracellular communication,
micro-vesicles have a potential to influence processes as diverse
as cell polarity, differentiation, migration, chemotherapy
resistance, immune-regulation, inflammation, coagulation,
angiogenesis, cancer metastasis (Ratajczac et al.,2006; Thery et
al., 2009; Mathivanan et al., 2010; Rak., 2010; Simons- Raposo.,
2009; Cocucci et al., 2009) and rapid defensive shedding of
complement attack complexes from plasma membrane of cells
that have undergone organization, thereby protecting them from
destruction (Pilzer et al.,2005).

Recently, many aspects of cancer progression have contributes
immensely to the increase of microvesicles. Tumour-associated
microvesicles are abundant in the blood, urine, and other body
fluids of patients with cancer, and they provides a unique
opportunity to noninvasively access the wealth of biological
information related to their cells of origin. The quantity and
molecular composition of microvesicles released from malignant
cells varies considerably when compared with those released
from normal cells. Thus, the concentration of membrane
derived micro vesicles with molecular markers indicative of the
disease state may be used as an informative blood-based bio-
signature for diseases such as cancer (Van Doorman et al.,
2009). By harnessing specific bioactive molecules such as
proteins, RNAs, and miRNAs, and facilitating the cell-to-cell
transfer of their cargo, tumours associated microvesicles can
affect a variety of cellular events that significantly impact tumour
progression. A number of reports have demonstrated that

tumour-associated microvesicles release proangiogenic factors
that promote endothelial cells proliferations, angiogenesis, and
tumour growth; microvesicles shed by tumor cells and taken up
by endothelial cells also facilitate angiogenic effects by
transferring specific mRNAs and miRNAs (Cocucci et al.,2009).
Also, following some data available recently, it has been
suggested that microvesicles from the endothelia cells, especially
that of tumor cells are capable of inducing endothelia
dysfunction (Pfister,2004) due to its ability to upset the Nitric
oxide (NO) redox balance of the affected cells (Brodsky, 2004).

In progress with the biological significant of microvesicles,
several research investigations have demonstrated the
involvement of erythrocyte microvesicles in interference with
Antitumour immunity. Microvesicles from various tumour types
can express specific cell-surface molecules (e.g Fasl or CD95)
that induce T-cell apoptosis and reduce the effectiveness of other
immune cells. Microvesicles released from erythrocyte and
lymphoblastomer cells express the immune-suppressing protein
latent membrane protein-1 (LMP-1), which inhibits T- cell
proliferation and prevents the removal of circulating tumour
cells. As a consequence, tumour cells can turn off T-cell
responses or eliminate the antitumor immune cells, by releasing
microvesicles (Muralidharan-Chari., et al., 2010). Further
research investigations on the significant role of microvesicles
have also demonstrated the potential role of membrane derived
microvesicles in clinical trials and clinical practice. Analysis of
tumour-associated microvesicles could help investigators track
and monitor patients’ clinical responses to therapy during the
course of a trial. Within this information, clinicians would be
able to provide their patients with more timely therapeutic
decisions. Clinical research data suggests that tumour-specific
markers exposed on membrane derived vesicles are useful as a
clinical tool to diagnose and monitor diseases like pancreatic,
ovarian and gastrointenstinal malignancies.

AIMS AND OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY

Considering the above evidence that microvesicles cargo
includes a variety of molecular entities, comprising of distinct
combinations of lipids, proteins and nucleic (messenger
ribonucleic acid, mRNA, micrRNA, miR; and DNA) (Wolf,
1967; Valadi et al.,2007; Skog et al.,2008); Pisetsky et al.,2010);
and also having in mind that molecular content of microvesicles
is defined by processes of their formation as well as the state and
nature of their parent cells. The aim and objection of this report
was to demonstrate (using Guava Easy flow-cytometer) that
microvesicles are released from erythrocyte membrane naturally
in normal and disease conditions, without inducing with
calcium chloride; and also to know how many erythrocytes
makes a microvesicles .

In comparison with the shedding of microvesicles by
erythrocytes, haemolysed red blood cell was used as a negative
control method. This report was not trying to repeat the already
demonstrated fact that microvesicles contain certain protein
which plays a vital role in erythrocyte microvesiculation, but, in
addition to the protein components, this report investigates and
analysed the concentration of the protein (using Biuret method)
and also identify the protein band separations (using agarose gel
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electrophoresis). However, due to unavailability of the required
monoclonal antibody and resources needed for western blotting
analysis, this report did not confirm the protein band
separations.

Statistically, this report, however tested the hypothesis and
assumption that stated that the mean number of naturally
occurring erythrocytes microvesicles released in normal and
disease conditions are equal (H0 : U1 = U2), while alternate
hypothesis stated that the mean number of non- induced
microvesicles released in normal and disease conditions are not
equal.

MATERIALS, REAGENTS
PREPARATIONS AND METHODS

MATERIALS USED

NHS BTT blood pack was used, which was supplied by the NHS
supplied donor units stored in CPDA. Phosphate buffered
saline (Fisher- Scientific UK limited) which contains Na2HPO4
= 1.44g/l, anhydrous KH2PO4 = 0.24g/l, anhydrous NaCl =
0.2g/l and distilled water with the final PH of 7.4; Centrifuge
(Denley BS 400); Haemocytometer (Abcam technical);
Microscope (prior scientific instrument limited). RPMI 1640
and NaHCO3 (Sigma-Aldrich limited); Guava Easy flow-
cytometer and Nexin reagent (Guava technology);15ml Working
Biuret Reaction;3ml Protein Standard(2mg/ml BSA); DI Water;
Bovine Serum Albumin( BSA); Folin and Ciocaiteu’s Phenol
Reagent (2N); Sodium tartrant: Hydrated Sodium Tartrant;
Copper sulphate; Sodium hydroxide and Sodium bicarbonate;
Agarose gel; Ethidium bromide; Electrophoresis buffer; Loading
buffer;1X TBE buffer solution; Transilluminate. All the
laboratory protocols were strictly adheres; and good knowledge
of clinical procedures, good laboratory practices and knowledge
of laboratory equipments, instrumentations and terminology’s
were very useful in achieving an accurate, precise and
reproducible results of this assay.

REAGENTS PREPARATIONS

Preparations Of Edta

2g of Sodium hydroxide pellets was dissolved in 80mls of
deionised water. 18.6g of disodium EDTA was dissolved in the
mixture, and more deionised water was added to make up the
mixture to 100mls. The EDTA was added for the purpose of
chelating calcium. The solutions were allowed to dissolve
properly at pH of 8.0, and Autoclaved.

Preparations Of Borate –Edta (Tbe) Buffer (5x Stock Solution)

20ml solution of 0.5M EDTA was added into a conical flask
(500ml size). 54g of Tris base and 27.5g of Boric acid was added
to the solution and the volume were made up to 500ml of
deionised water. The whole mixtures were allowed to dissolved
properly using a magnetic stirrer, and autoclaved. The solution
were diluted to a working concentration of 1X before use.

Preparations Of 1% Agarose Gel

2g of Agarose powder was dissolved in 100mls of TBE buffer,
and microwaved for 8mins until it dissolved completely. 3.5ul of
Ethidium bromide was added at temperature of 50 degrees
centigrades. The gel was allowed to cool before pouring it on the
gel tray.

Preparations Of Phosphate Buffered Saline

2tablets of PBS was dissolved in 400mls of distil water in a
conical flask (500ml size). The solutions was autoclaved for
20minutes between 35-37 degree centigrade, and allowed to cool
sufficiently. Autoclaving for 20mins was required to achieve a
good sterilization.

Isolations And Purification Of Erythrocyte
Microvesicles (Emvs)

15mls of blood samples stored in CPDA or SAG-M was
provided by NHS blood and transplant, and 10 ml of this blood
were mixed thoroughly with 30ml of phosphate buffered saline
in a 50ml centrifuge tube, and centrifuge immediately at 600 x g
at 4 degrees centigrade for 10 minutes to remove soluble plasma
proteins. The supernatant was removed and discarded after
centrifugation. This process was repeated three times in order to
remove any erythrocyte bound plasma proteins. Erythrocytes
were then counted with haemocytometer using x10 objective
lense and x40 for magnification). The number of red blood cells
countered were recorded and documented. Following washing,
the cells are re-suspended in 10ml of RPMI 1640 (to bath the
cells) and incubated at 37 degrees centigrade in shaking water
bath for 45mins, after which the samples were placed in ice to
stop the reaction. The samples were centrifuge at a low speed of
160 x g at 4 degree for 15 minutes to pellet the erythrocytes. The
eMV containing the supernatant was transferred to a fresh tube
and centrifuge at a higher speed of 4000 x g for 60 minutes at 4
degree centigrade to remove the cell debris and ghost cells, after
which the supernatants are transfer to another fresh tube and
sonicate in a sonicating water bath for 5 minutes at 4 degree
centigrade prior to centrifugation to disperse aggregated
exosomes. The supernatant was further centrifuge at 25,000 x g
at 4 degree centigrade for 90 minutes to pellet the eMV. The
supernatant were removed carefully and discarded; the
remaining eMV pellet was re-suspended in 100ul of phosphate
buffered saline for immediate analysis. For the flow cytometry
analysis, 10ul of the eMV stock sample were diluted in 190ul
(1:20) of phosphate buffer saline.

BIURET PROTEIN ASSAY

1.0ml of distilled water was added to the test tube, standard tube
and distils water tubes respectively. 4.0mls of Biuret reagent were
added to each tube, then votexed. The tubes were incubated at
37 degrees centigrade for 20mins.The tubes were cooled after
incubation and read at 540nm.

AGAROSE GEL ELECTROPHORESIS

The samples were run on Agarose gel. 5ul loading dye was added
to each. 20ul of the samples were loaded into the wells of the
agarose gel; and 10ul of the molecular weight marker were also
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Figure 3b: Analysis result: plot 2

Figure 3c: Analysis result : plot 2

Table 1: The result of the microvesicles produced from 
peripheral blood Erythrocytes.

ERYTHRO
CYTE
MICROVE
SICLES
(cells/ml)

COUNTS % OF
TOTAL

X-MEAN Y-MEAN

2270000 5000 100 00 3.55 4.24

3470000 5000 100 00 4.57 4.83

4600000 5000 100 00 4.71 4.93

AVERAGE
ERYTHRO
CYTES
MVs

3446666
cells/ml

4.28 4.67

Figure 4a: Result represents the amount of microvesicles 
produced by 10ml of peripheral blood erythrocytes (First 
analysis).

Maluze U

loaded and the positions of the protein samples were noted. The 
gel was run at 100volt for 45 minutes

RESULTS
After washing the whole blood (before high speed ultra 
centrigugation), erythrocyte cell counts was performed using 
haematology cell counting chamber and analysed with Guava 
flow cytometer on three consecutive times; the mean value of 
the reading were taken and recorded. The number of cells 
counted was greater than 400cells.The purpose of the counting 
was to determine how many microvesicles were there, and 
secondary how many microvesicles are released per RBC. It can 
be showed below the diagram that 3446666 millions of 
microvesicles were released by 1ml of the isolated erythrocyte.

Figure 3a: Analysis result : plot 2
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However, as previously stated that the microvesicles cargo 
include a variety of molecular entities comprising of distinct 
combinations of proteins, lipids and nucleic acid (wolf, 1967; 
Valadi et.al, 2007; Skog et al; 2008); the analysis of protein was 
carried out using Buiret assay method and estimated using 
spectrophotometer set at 540nm. The Absorbance of the sample 
and the concentrations of Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) were 
recorded, tabulated and showed below.

Table 2: The Absorbance of the sample and the concentrations of 
Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) was carried out using Buiret assay 
method.

Concentrations of BSA (mg/ml) Absorbance of Protein

0 0

0.25 0.009

0.501 0.019

0.749 0.03

1 0.04

1.25 0.052

1.501 0.062

1.999 0.083

2.504 0.104

5 0.206

A graph of the Absorbance of the sample against the 
concentrations of bovine serum albumin were carefully plotted, 
and showed below. The determination of unknown protein 
concentrations was done by tracing the readings from the 
plotted graph, and was found to be 2.5mg/ml.

Figure 5: Showing a plotted graph of Absorbance of samples 
against the protein concentrations.

Figure 6: Showing the bar chart of Absorbance of samples 
against the protein concentration.
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In progress with the above analysis, the protein component of 
microvesicles were further analysed using Agarose gel 
electrophoresis. The protein bands seperations were carefully 
identified, noted and showed below. All the laboratory protocols 
were strictly adheres; and good knowledge of clinical procedures, 
good laboratory practices and knowledge of laboratory 
equipments, instrumentations and terminology’s were very 
useful in achieving an accurate, precise and reproducible results 
of this assay.

Figure 7: The protein component of microvesicles was further 
analysed using Agarose gel electrophoresis.

Figure 4b: Result represents the amount of microvesicles 
produced by 10ml of peripheral blood erythrocytes 
(Seceond analysis).

Figure 4c: Result represents the amount of microvesicles 
produced by 10ml of peripheral blood erythrocytes (Seceond 
analysis).



Statistically, the null hypothesis stated that the mean values of
naturally occurring microvesicles released in normal and disease
conditions are equal, while the Alternate hypothesis stated that
the mean values of non-induced microvesicles released in
normal and disease conditions are not equal. The p value (is
0.032) which is less that 0.05, indicating that there is statistical
significant difference; therefore accepting the null hypothesis..

DISCUSSIONS
Microvesicles being a small membrane enclosed sacs are shed by
a variety of cell types and has been described as a physiological
and biological process which could become significant in
pathological and in normal conditions (Ansa-Addo, 2008;
Ratajczak et al.,2006). Both the membrane molecular pattern
and the internal contents of the vesicle depend on the cellular
origin and the molecular processes triggering their formation.
The implications of this microvesicles in several biological
processes include intracellular communications, promoting
Angiogenesis, impact on tumour invasion and metastasis,
involvement in multidrug resistance and interference with
Antitumur immnunity have been noted (Van et al.,2009;
Muralidharam et al.,2010; Cocucci et al.,2009). From these
positive research results, this report have compared the ability of
red blood cell to released microvesicles in non-induced
conditions.

In this present study, microvesicles derived from erythrocytes
have been isolated and analysed using flow cytometer. The
results of this experimental analysis was in consistency with a
documented evidence from other Authors (Berckmans et., 2001;
Shet et al., 2003; Hron et al. ,2007; Piccin et al., 2007; Harding
et al., 1983); and also the mean diameter (0.5um) of the isolated
microvesicles was consistent with the documented value from
other researchers (Shukla et al., 1978; Hugel et al., 1978).
Further to the above experimental output, the protein
component of microvesicles, its concentration and band
formations were analyzed using various biochemical techniques.
The protein concentration of the isolated microvesicles was
found to be 2.5mg/ml , and this confirms the fact that the
protein contents of each microvesicle reflect the origin of the
cell from which it was released. The results of this reports of the

research work is in collaboration and consistency to all the
reports of the research work that had done in this field
(Ratajczak et al., 2006; Pap, et al.,2009; Piccin, et al,2007). In
addition to the proteins specific to the cell type of origin, recent
studies have showed that some proteins are common to most
microvesicles, and they contain the cytoplasmic proteins
tubulin, actin, stomatin, interleukin-6 and band-3 protein; and
these were hope to be identified in this research paper. The
patchy, fine structure of the microvesicular membrane reflects
the inherent lipid organization in raft. Stomatin is an oligomeric
integral membrane proteins that is highly concentrated in
microvesicles (Salzer, et al., 2001; Snyers, et al., 1998) and it has
a very vital function in erythrocyte vesiculation process (Salzer,
et al., 2001). A major finding of the current study is that protein
sorting during membrane vesiculation is regulated by
interactions between integral proteins and the spectrin-based
membrane skeleton. In support of this are observations of the
molecular behaviour of band 3, an integral protein with known
skeletal association, and CD59, a lipid-anchored protein with no
linkage to the membrane skeleton. Further support of the
importance of skeletal interactions in determining integral
membrane protein sorting comes from studies on glycophorine
A. (Salzer, et al.,2001). The sickle erythrocytes and the calcium
loaded erythrocytes released microvesicles that are selectively
enriched in proteins linked to the membrane via a GPI anchor.
This observations clearly show that the molecular process of
protein sorting of membrane components is regulated, in part,
by the interaction with the skeleton.

However, in comparison, haemolysed red blood cell was also
analysed for microvesiculation, but no microvesicles was
displayed on the flow cytometer, indicating the destruction of
haemoglobin releasing microvesicles.

FURTHER RESEARCH AND FUTURE
PROSPECTIVES
The main role of microvesicles is to promote communication
between the cells from which they are derived and their
surrounding environments. Whereas the biogenesis and roles of
microvesicles have been burgeoning areas of research in the
recent past, several pertinent issues require further investigation
to better understand the significance and therapeutic potential
of these structures.

It would be of interest to know whether microvesicles serves as a
general mechanism for intracellular transfer of oncogenic
receiptors. Another question that needs to be addressed is
whether tumour cells simultaneously release distinct
populations of microvesicles that contain discrete sets of
molecules. Alternatively, is the composition of shed
microvesicles and the nature of the cargo packed within these
structures determined by disease stage? In addition, the cellular
mechanisms involved in microvesicles formation and release, as
well as the targeting of molecules to these sites promise to be a
new and exciting area of future investigation. Molecules that
regulate microvesicle shedding and proteins on circulating
microvesicles that are responsible for tumour growth,
progression and survival will be effective targets for anti-cancer
therapeutics.
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Furthermore, due to unavailability of monochlonal antibody for
western blotting analysis, more research needs to be advocated
in order to confirm the protein band separation.

Finally, numerous challenges were facing during this
experimental analysis. Among them were the inability to collect
on time the required materials from the dispensary unit,
unavailabity of monochlonal antibody (for western blotting
analysis ) and some few faulty equipments which delays the
experimental approach.

CONCLUSION
Microvesicles shed from both normal and cancerous cells
provide a means of intercellular communication allowing for
exchange of charged molecules, including RNA and non-
secreted proteins between cells.

In this paper, an isolated microvesicles were analysed using
Guava Easy flow cytometer. The protein concentration were
quantificated using Biuret assay method, and the protein band
separation was analysed using Agarose gel electrophoresis.
Knowledge of good laboratory practices, clinical procedures and
Knowledge of Laboratory safety and infection control
procedures including standard precautions and harzadous
chemical handling were very useful in the laboratory aspect of
this report.
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